
C O N T E M P O R A R Y  L I G H T I N G



Allegro’s aesthetic qualities and exceptional 

performance make it the perfect choice 

for offices, lobbies, classrooms, or 

hallways. The parabolic louver 

provides a pleasing visual highlight 

and properly shields the lamps. 

Widespread uplight and efficient 

downlight distribution combine 

to deliver excellent uniformity and 

comfortable illumination.

Allegro offers an innovative reflector system which allows the designer to vary distribution and light 
levels for specific areas. A metal reflector, either perforated or solid, can be snapped into place above 
the louver to change the distribution. In addition to the standard 60/40 distribution (60% uplight, 40% 
downlight), four other cost efficient downlight distributions combine to deliver excellent uniformity and 
comfortable illumination.
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The 40/60 option 
reverses the standard 
distribution and produces 
more downlight and 
footcandles in the 
environment.
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The 0/100 option 
maximizes downlight   
and is designed for 
applications where the 
space above the luminaire 
won’t be seen.
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The 20/80 option puts 
the majority of illumination 
down and directs just 
enough light upward to 
effectively illuminate the 
ceiling and walls.
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The 85/15 option puts 
most of the illumination 
on the ceiling and walls. 
It is ideal when only a 
small amount of downlight 
is desired as a visual 
highlight.
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Variable Distributions



Allegro, an extruded aluminum direct/indirect luminaire 

from Alera Lighting, has extraordinary features. Allegro 

utilizes small-ballast technology for a compact, 

contemporary appearance. Available with either  

a parabolic baffle or a lens, Allegro adds a unique 

visual highlight to any environment. Optional 

distribution systems that are cleverly attached to the top 

of the fixture provide a multitude of design possibilities.

This aluminum louver 
material was developed 
exclusively for Alera 
Lighting. A special 
anodized coating process 
makes DuraLouver stronger 
and more durable than 
standard aluminum louvers.

Numerous corners and 
tees are available that 
allow Allegro to be 
used in different pattern 
configurations.

Allegro’s use of small 
case ballast technology 
results in an attractive 
direct/indirect with a 
full parabolic louver. 
Measuring only 23⁄4" deep 
and 91⁄2" wide, Allegro is 
ideal for today’s modern 
architecture.

Allegro is available  
as a wall mount version 
when room parameters 
dictate the need. Available 
with a variety of lamp 
configurations, the wall 
mount unit has exceptional 
performance characteristics.

Compact Shape

Patterns Wall Mount
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Description
An innovative direct/indirect luminaire, Allegro is the ideal choice 
for classrooms, offices, and large atrium areas. Designed to combine 
favorable components of direct and indirect lighting systems, Allegro 
offers superior performance and complete flexibility. Three fixture 
lengths and three lamping options offer endless design possibilities. 
In addition to a standard 60/40 distribution, four other price 
efficient distributions are available. Plus, the distribution can easily be 
changed in the field if needed. The clever and unique hanging and 
balancing system makes installation quick and simple.

Construction
Allegro is a direct/indirect luminaire constructed of extruded aluminum. 
Available in 4', 8', and 12' housings, Allegro is reinforced to provide 
maximum rigidity across the entire housing. Die cast aluminum end 
caps provide zero tolerance alignment between fixtures, resulting 
in consistently straight rows with no snaking. Upper reflectors are 
constructed of specular anodized aluminum for precise upward 
distribution. In addition to a standard 60/40 distribution, four other 
distribution options are available. Relamped from above, Allegro is 
available with one, two, or three T8, T5 or T5HO lamps.

Finish
The housing is finished with a baked powder coat matte white finish 
as standard. Die cast end caps and intermediate couplers are painted 
to match the housing. Hanging stems and canopies are painted white. 
Cable fittings are standard chrome.

Ordering Information      Example: ALS-8-3T5HO-CM48-LD-EPU-MW

Shieldings
The parabolic louver is securely attached to the housing from the 
top, eliminating any chance of loosening or falling from the fixture. 
Constructed of semi-specular anodized aluminum, the eleven-cell 
louver measures 11⁄2" high and provides maximum efficiency and 
a glare-free environment. Guaranteed to be free from defects for 
a period of 25 years, the aluminum finish will remain dust and 
fingerprint free. Specular aluminum is available as an optional finish.

Mounting
Allegro utilizes a unique hanging system that makes vertical and 
horizontal adjustment effortless. The aircraft cable assembly is totally 
adjustable. Precise horizontal balancing is accomplished by sliding 
a cable gripper along a metal yoke on each end. The cable gripper 
is simply turned and locked into place once the fixture is leveled. The 
double hanging system allows the suspension points to be placed on 
consistent, modular centers for quick and easy installation. Rigid stems 
are available as options. Extruded aluminum corners are available to 
make up patterns.

Labels and Electrical
All luminaires are built to UL1598 Standards and bear appropriate 
UL and cUL or CSA labels. Damp location labeling is standard. Quick 
connect plugs are standard.

Controls Compatible
Allegro is compatible with occupancy or vacancy sensors, daylight 
sensors, switching, dimming, and A+CLASS controls.   

W e  a r e  a r c h i t e c t u r a l  fl u o r e s c e n t  l i g h t i n g .

Dimensions and specifications subject to change without notice.

Mounting Method

CM - Adjustable Aircraft Cable   
  Mount (Std.)
PM - Pendant Mount
WM - Wall Mount See HGR-1 
  for other hanging methods.

Model

ALS - Allegro

Distribution

Blank - 60% Uplight, 40% Downlight
0/100 - (0% Uplight, 100%)2,6

40/60 - 40% Uplight, 60% Downlight2,6

85/15 - 85% Uplight, 15% Downlight2,6

100/0 - 100% Uplight, 0% Downlight
  (Fully indirect)

ALS - - - - - - - -

Lamp Type & Profile

1T5  - One T5 Lamp1

2T5 - Two T5 Lamps1

3T5 - Three T5 Lamps1

1T5HO  - One T5HO Lamp1

2T5HO - Two T5HO Lamps1

3T5HO - Three T5HO Lamps1

1T8  - One T8 Lamp
2T8 - Two T8 Lamps
3T8 - Three T8 Lamps

Shielding

LD - Low Iridescent
  Semi-Specular Louver (Std.)
LS - Low Iridescent Specular Louver
LD18 - Low Iridescent Semi-Specular  
   18-Cell Louver
LS18 - Low Iridescent Specular 18-  
           Cell Louver
A12 - Pattern 12 Acrylic Lens
A19 - Pattern 19 Acrylic Lens
WL - White Louver
MA - Matte Anodized Louver

Options

CLC - Center Lamp Cover2,6

DC - Dust Cover (N/A T5HO)2,6

BN - Bull Nose End Cap (5 1/16")
6

LR - Left/Right Switching (2-Lamp only) 
IBOB - Inboard/Outboard Switching 
  (3-Lamp only)
EL - One Emergency Battery Pack3, 4

EMC - One Emergency Circuit4, 5

NLC - Night Light Circuit4, 5

GLR - Fast Blow Fuse
GMF - Slow Blow Fuse
TBAR - T-Bar Mounting

Ballast Type

E - Electronic, Instant Start
  (Std. for T8)
EP - Electronic, Programmed  
  Start (Std. for T5 & T5HO,  
  optional for T8)
ED - Electronic, Dimming,
  (Must specify)
Unless specified, Alera will use
fewest ballasts possible.

Suspension
Length

Blank - Wall Mount
18 - 18"
24 - 24"
36 - 36"
48 - 48"
96 - 96"
NA for WM. Other lengths 
are available on request.

Housing Finish

MW - Matte White (Std.)
ZT - ZET Metallic     
       Silver
See Color Selection Guide 
for other color options.

Voltage

U - 120V-277V 
120 - 120V
277 - 277V
347 - 347V

Row Length

4 - 4’ Single
8 - 8’ Single
12 - 12’ Single
— - Indicate row length
  over 12 ’ in 4’ increments
Note:  Rows over 12’ will be 
configured by Alera. Example:
16’ will be (2) 8’. Alternate 
configurations: contact factory.
(12' not available in WM)

1 T5/T5HO at risk for socket shadow in downlight component.
2 Dust cover not available when using these optical distribution covers.
3 Specify voltage. For additional, specify quantity before nomenclature (Example: 2EL120).
4 Not available with all configurations; some limitations apply. Contact factory for details.
5 One extra feed drop per EMC or NLC. (Standard is one 4ft lamp per circuit.) For through wiring, contact factory.
6 Ships separately.


